2015 Scholarship Winners

The Rock Island-Milan Education Foundation awarded over $64,000 worth of scholarships at the Academic Achievement Awards and Scholarship Night at Rock Island High School on Wednesday, May 13, 2015.

With the $7,000 in scholarships the Education Foundation awarded in January, a record $71,000 in scholarships was awarded this year to Rock Island High School Students!

- Charles O. Austin Jr. Leadership Scholarship Morgan Twing ($1,000)
- Carole S. Barkan Scholarship Sean Tittle ($500)
- Boeye Family Scholarship Molly Thompson ($1,000)
- Class of 1961 Scholarship Kelli Catterton ($1,000); Ritaj Al Gburi ($500); Tabarek Al Orairi ($500); Ivy Anderson ($500); Marcellus Angel ($500); Michelle Burrell ($500); Kasey McCracken ($500); Eh Paw ($500); Hsee Paw ($500)
- Class of 1965 Scholarship Erica Sunken ($500)
- Stanley H. Coin Business Scholarship George Pappas ($1,000)
- Donald E. Devinney Business Education Scholarship Katelyn McChesney ($1,000; 4 years)
- Doug Franz Memorial Scholarship Nikolas Jacobs ($1,500)
- Rick Gilliland Scholarship Taylor Derry ($500)
- Hass Family Scholarship Matthew Sweeney ($1,000)
- Amy Helpenstell Scholarship Shelby Burroughs ($1,000)
- Derek James Jackson Art Scholarship Qadirah Muhammad ($500)
- Jumer’s Hotel & Casino Scholarship Madelaine Perry ($3,000); Logan Enstrom ($2,000); Cole Harris ($1,000)
- Judith A. Katz Fine Arts Scholarship Ethan Hong ($4,000)
- Donavin Keim Scholarship John Mutum ($1,000 Football); Tyree Overton ($1,000 Wrestling)
- R. Decker Magee Memorial Scholarship Monee Turner ($500)
- Marler Clark Science Scholarship Max Friestad ($2,000)
- Herb Niemann Scholarship Meghan Wells ($1,000)
- Charles White / Richard Klatt Purple Tuna Creativity Scholarship Logan Enstrom ($500)
- Darrell and Mary Ann Reynolds Scholarship Taylor Neyens ($1,000)
- Jayovontae “Jaree” Roberts Scholarship Larry Dixon, Jr. ($500 Music) Harrison Phillis ($500 Education)
- Darrell and Mary Ann Reynolds Scholarship Courtney Pearson ($1,000)
- RIMEF Scholarship (Vocational School) Ngenzebuhoro Aristide ($1,000)
- RIMEF Scholarship (2 Year College/Jr. College) Edward Packer Westmorland ($1,000)
- RIMEF Scholarship (4 Year College) Hannah Price ($1,000)
- Chet Schultz Scholarship Joshua Davis ($1,000)
- Terry Stephens Memorial Scholarship Seth Albright ($1,000)
- Elizabeth Kennel Williams Scholarship Sha Gu ($500)
- Women’s Computer Science, Math & IT Scholarship Madelaine Perry ($500)
- DW Young Memorial Scholarship Hannah Rodriguez ($4,000)